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Sidewalk Labs won RfP from Waterfront Toronto, 2017



• Urban planning + technology: 
urban development ’from the 
internet up’

• Neighbourhood = physical data 
mine alongside digital data mine

• Smart city model ”exportable all 
over the world” (interview Sept
2018)

• Next generation planning?
• Next generation information 

conglomerates (digital + 
physical)?



Not so much the plan or the tech but…

• New urban ontologies, epistemologies and authorities…
– City-as-data-mine
– City as system of systems
– Algorithmic planning based on big data
– Google wants its own set of authorities

• … leading to fundamental reworking of the urban power
landscape

• … and to new urban resistance movement



New urban ontologies and epistemologies

Dan Doctoroff, CEO Sidewalk Labs, Yale Club, NY, 2016

Surveillance urbanism
”For-profit China”, 
Shoshana Zuboff

“comply or deny cities”





“We must qualify the forces that 
consider computation and artificial 

intelligence to be the saviour of 
cities but, most of all, we must bring 

to the attention of the new voices 
the history of our field” (Batty, 2014)

1969

1973

Optimisation models…

…are not neutral
• Functionalist
• Positivist
• Only measurable variables
• Technocratic
• Fine-tuning urban status-quo
• No space for politics, revolt, 

protest as trigger of change



System thinking revival under smart cities umbrella

Online course, 2018

2007

Imposing systems ontology and modelling to make 
cities fit tech companies’ products and services



Urban planning through algorithms

• Short termism (Batty, 2014)
• Ever finetuning status quo
• Urban development by 

mathematicians, no need for 
planning or social science

• City as algorithmic oeuvre



Algorithms not neutral



New urban power relations: global corporations
enter urban development

”… it would become the 
gatekeeper for those parts of
the physical world that it 
controlled. Anyone who
wanted to do business in the 
shiny new parts of cities that
Alphabet controlled and built
would end up paying up for 
the privilege” (The Guardian, 
18/2/18)



Protest
• July-October 2018: resignations from 

board and advisory panels
– Saadia Muzaffar , founder TechGirls

Canada
• “Waterfront Toronto does not ensure that both 

the data and the digital infrastructure in all its 
developments is controlled by our public 
institutions.”

– Julie Di Lorenzo, real-estate developer
• Handing over all land to one company

– Ann Cavoukian, privacy expert
• “I imagined us creating a Smart City of Privacy, 

as opposed to a Smart City of Surveillance”

• Bianca Wylie, digital activist
• “Shut it down and start again” Who plans and who protests: gender dimension 



BlockSidewalk  organisation:
first organised resistance against smart 



conclusion

• Most scrutinised urban development plan without a plan
• If it goes ahead: game changer

– New nature of tech companies
– New nature of urban development

• New landscape of urban development actors, new power
landscape, imposing (failed) ontologies and epistemologies
on the city
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